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Abstract

The competition between corner, edge and face-sharing octahedral networks is a

cause of phase inhomogeneity in metal halide perovskite thin-films. Here we probe the

charged iodine vacancy distribution and transport at the junction between cubic and

hexagonal polytypes of CsPbI3 from first-principles materials modelling. We predict a

lower defect formation energy in the face-sharing regions, which correlates with a longer

Pb–I bond length and causes a million-fold increase in local defect concentration. These

defects are predicted to be more mobile in the face-sharing regions with a reduced

activation energy for vacancy-mediated diffusion. We conclude that hexagonal phase

inclusions or interfaces will act as defect sinks that could trap charges and enhance

current-voltage hysteresis in perovskite-based solar cells and electrical devices.
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Metal halide perovskites are promising materials for photovoltaic and optoelectronic ap-

plications.1 Single-junction metal halide perovskite solar cells have achieved power conversion

efficiencies of more than 25% in just over a decade since their first report.2–5 However, struc-

tural transformations from photoactive corner-sharing phases (e.g. cubic or tetragonal) to

photoinactive edge or face-sharing phases are a cause of degradation.6–8 Beyond simple phase

mixing, a range of ordered polytype structures can be formed.9–12 Interesting phenomena

can emerge at the interface between regions of different connectivity.13–15 For example, fast

ion diffusion has been observed between corner and face-sharing regions of 6H metal oxide

polytype derivatives, which is linked to a high concentration of defects.16

There is an increasing amount of evidence that hexagonal phase inclusions are ubiqui-

tous in metal halide perovskite films, even those with high photovoltaic performance.17 For

example, the presence of 2H polytype domains have been associated with high trap concen-

trations from photoemission electron microscopy.18 The growing consensus is that domains

of such secondary phases can generate clusters of sub-bandgap states that are detrimental to

photovoltaic performance and induce photodegradation under operational conditions.7,19–22

However, the underlying origin and mechanism for such behavior has not been identified.

In this work, we report an investigation of the charged halide vacancy distribution and

transport at the interface between corner and face-sharing regions of CsPbI3 using first-

principles materials simulations. We model the defect processes using a representative 11H

polytype that consists of two face-sharing layers (2h) connected to nine corner-sharing layers

(9c) as shown in Figure 1a. For comparison, results for the alternative 11H 3c8h polytype

are included as Supporting Information. We demonstrate that hexagonal phase inclusions or

interfaces act as defect sinks in metal halide perovskites with mobile anion vacancy defects.

Defect accumulation at interfacial and face-sharing regions. The optimised bulk

crystal structures for the 11H polytypes of CsPbI3 were taken from a previous study on the

bulk crystal properties.12 To describe the formation of point defects, a supercell expansion

of 2×2×1 formed of 220 atoms was used. We identified all symmetry inequivalent iodine
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vacancy sites (V +
I ) to reduce the complexity of the problem to just six distinct defect types.

The associated defect formation energies were then combined to reconstruct the full energy

landscape plotted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: (a) Illustration of the 11H 2h9c polytype structure of CsPbI3. The lead iodide
octahedra are shaded gray. Note that the stacking axis corresponds to the 〈111〉 direction
for a cubic perovskite unit cell. (b) Relative defect formation energy (∆EF , blue dots) and
average Pb–I length (∆LPb−I, red squares) along the stacking layers. The grey horizontal

lines represent the average Pb–I bond length in the perfect cubic (3.12 Å) and hexagonal
(3.19 Å) structures. The error bars denote the deviation from the average Pb–I length in each
octahedron; the curved line is drawn to guide the eye. (c) The relative defect concentration
assuming thermodynamic equilibrium at T = 300 K.

The computed V +
I formation energies in the 2h9c structure are shown in Figure 1b. To

avoid setting a chemical potential for iodine, which requires consideration of the specific pro-

cessing conditions and chemical environment that may involve gas, solid or liquid exchanges

with the perovskite crystal, we set the lowest energy configuration to zero and compared the
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relative defect formation energies. A spread of 0.5 eV is found for forming the same defect

type in different coordination environments. A clear two-region behaviour is observed in the

formation energies with a higher-energy group in the corner-sharing regions and a lower-

energy group in the face-sharing regions. An underlying correlation is found between the V +
I

defect formation energy and the Pb–I bond length. The corner-sharing regions have bond

lengths similar to those in the parent 3C cubic perovskite (≈ 3.12 Å), while the face-sharing

regions have shorter bond lengths similar to the parent 2H phase (≈ 3.19 Å). Iodine vacancy

formation is preferred in the regions of the polytype with bond elongation.

To understand the impact of the defect formation energies on the iodine vacancy defect

distributions, the equilibrium concentrations were then calculated. The absolute concentra-

tion for a single defect species (nd) is defined by the standard equilibrium expression

nd = Nsite exp

(
−∆EF

kBT

)
(1)

where Nsite represents the number of available crystal sites, ∆EF is the defect formation

energy, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is temperature.23 We define the relative defect

concentration (nd/nref ) as:

nd

nref

= exp

(
−∆EF −∆Eref

kBT

)
(2)

where nref refers to the concentration at the site with lowest formation energy ∆Eref . The

distributions are plotted in Figure 1c, which highlight fluctuations over many orders of mag-

nitude. A high vacancy concentration is found around the face-sharing region, which is ≈ 106

times higher than the plateau in the corner-sharing region due to the exponential dependence

on the underlying formation energy. The highest overall concentration is found in the inter-

facial layer, which is strained with bond length values that are shorter than the face-sharing

regions and longer than the corner-sharing regions. Based on these results, we conclude

that hexagonal phase inclusions or interfaces are likely to act as sinks for vacancy defects in
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halide perovksites. The predictions are consistent with the recent report by Macpherson et

al18 that highlighted the high concentration of structural defects at the polytype junction,

consistent with vacancies, which degrade device performance.

Microscopic origin of the V +
I defect distribution. Strain is an important parameter

in the property control of metal halide perovskites. It is an intrinsic feature of perovskite-

derived polytypes owing to the combination of building blocks with differing connectivity

in the same crystal.21 In particular, large changes in Pb–I bond lengths are found along

the stacking axis of mixed polytypes. The lowest defect formation energy is calculated at

the stacking interface with expanded cubic and compressed hexagonal layers. For the case

of homogeneous hydrostatic strain in a purely corner-sharing perovskite, lattice expansion

makes iodine vacancy formation less favourable.24 The behaviour is different here as the

strain is non-uniform with an elastic dipole centred around the interfacial iodide layer that

reduces the defect formation energy.

Another factor that contributes to the vacancy formation energy is the underlying atomic

rearrangements upon defect formation. After removing an I− ion from the crystal, the elec-

trostatic balance in the Pb2+–I−–Pb2+ units along the stacking axis is replaced by a repulsive

Pb2+–V +
I –Pb2+ interaction, which will force the pair of Pb2+ cations in neighbouring octahe-

dra away from each other, leading to elongated Pb–Pb distances. The correspond change in

Pb separation is shown in Figure 2. In both cubic and hexagonal regions, elongated Pb–Pb

distances were found; however, the magnitude of the change in the hexagonal layers is much

larger and exceeds 0.6 Å. In the interface region, an elongated Pb–Pb distance of 6.62 Å

(from 6.31 Å) was observed with a 0.3 Å displacement of the Pb atoms. The correlation

between the larger bond elongation in Figure 2 and lower defect formation energy in Fig-

ure 1b indicates a stabilisation in the face-sharing regions that is likely driven by enhanced

structural relaxation and the associated electrostatic stabilisation.

Charged vacancy transport. It is now well established that defects in metal halide

perovskites are mobile, in particular on the anion sub-lattice.25–28 The magnitude of ionic
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Figure 2: Pb–Pb bond length changes (∆LPb−Pb, blue dots) following structural relaxation
with a positively charged iodine defect and the pristine structure of the 11H (2h9c) polytype.

transport depends on the concentration of diffusing species and their activation energy, in

addition to external factors such as light exposure and applied electric fields.29–31

We first compare the calculated ion migration barrier in the face-sharing (2H) and corner-

sharing (3C) structures. A transition state search is performed using the nudged elastic

band (NEB) method,32 with a climbing-image algorithm based on five images to estimate

the diffusion barriers. The barrier is isotropic in the 3C phase, but there is the possibility for

in-plane and out-of-plane transport in the 2H phase (see Figure 3). The calculated activation

energy of 0.34 eV (3C) decreases to 0.29 eV (2H) for migrating out-of-plane along the 〈0001〉

stacking axis. This suggests that the face-sharing domains can support similarly high levels

of ion transport. In contrast, the in-plane 2H barrier increases to 0.45 eV along 〈1000〉.

Mechanical stress and strain affect defect mobility and the energy barrier of halide ion

migration increases with compression (applied pressure).29,33 Therefore, at the interface with

the 11H polytype, the ion migration barrier will be lowered due to the elongated Pb–I bond
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length (from 3.12 Å to 3.16 Å) in the expanded cubic region. The high defect concentration at

the junction will also support a higher ion flux. We noted that our calculated energy barriers

for diffusion are in good agreement with experimental measurements, which is typically in

the 0.2−0.5 eV range for vacancy-assisted halide ion diffusion in metal halide perovskites.34
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Figure 3: Calculated migration barrier (∆Ea) for V +
I migration out-of-plane (a) and in-plane

(b) in the hexagonal 2H phase of CsPbI3. The corresponding barrier in the 3C phase is 0.34
eV at the same level of theory.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that hexagonal phase inclusions in metal halide

perovskites will act as vacancy sinks due to a reduced formation energy in both the face-

sharing regions and the interfaces between regions of different connectivity. The behavior is

linked to changes in the Pb–I bond lengths, which show a clear correlation to the energy cost

to generate the vacancy defect along the two-region polytype. The associated equilibrium

distribution of defects changes by orders of magnitude. Finally, we show the the face-sharing

units have comparable activation energy for defect transport compared to the regular corner-

sharing perovskites.

Our study provides several insights into observed behaviour of these materials and opens

questions for further study. Firstly, we have established the preference for vacancy defects

that are associated with current-voltage hysteresis; however, many other defect species can

form such as isolated and aggregated interstitials.35 It is clear that non-radiative pathways

exist at the polytype junctions,7,18–20,22 but the exact combination of dilute or aggregated

impurities remains to be identified. Also our modelling is focused on equilibrium distributions

in the dark. Illumination may change the observed behaviour, including the generation of
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metastable defect configurations and non-equilibrium defect distributions driven by chemical

potential changes. Deeper research on polytype interface stability, including the role of

chemical composition, is required to complete our understanding.

Methods

The crystals structures were generated using the polytype code available from https:

//github.com/WMD-group/polytype. The pre-processing and symmetry analysis for the de-

fect calculations was performed using pymatgen (https://pymatgen.org) and the doped

code available from https://github.com/SMTG-UCL/doped.

The first-principles total energy and forces were obtained from on Kohn-Sham density-

functional theory36,37 as implemented in VASP.38,39 The projector augmented-wave method40

was employed with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof exchange-correlation functional revised for

solids (PBEsol)41 including scalar-relativistic effects. For all calculations, the plane-wave ki-

netic energy cutoff was set to 500 eV, while convergence criteria of 10−5 eV and 10−2 eVÅ−1

for total energy and forces on each atoms, respectively, were employed. For Brillouin zone

sampling, Γ -centered k -point meshes were set to 6×6×2 and 3×3×2 for geometry optimisa-

tion with primitive unit cells and supercells, respectively. For the charged defect calculations,

anisotropic finite-sized corrections were included following Kumagai and Oba,42 as detailed

in the Supporting Information.
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